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Troubleshooting with Gauges FAQ

A visitor comes to us with questions about what might be wrong with the a/c in their car. It goes something

like this. My air conditioning was working last week, and then it quit working. What do you think is wrong?

Or, maybe something like this... I added some refrigerant to my car, and it still won't get cold. What could be

wrong? Well, unfortunately, questions like that are almost impossible to answer without detailed information.

That's where the manifold gauge set comes into play. We use a manifold gauge set to get more information

about what's happening inside the system. We created this FAQ to help answer some of the most common

questions we receive on using a gauge set and hopefully provide some explanation on pressure readings.

As a prerequisite, anyone interested in learning how to use a gauge set should first take a few moments to

learn how the refrigeration cycle works and understand how refrigerant flows through the system. This in

itself will help you immensely when it comes time to identify the high and low side of the system. You'll also

begin to understand the role pressure plays on different parts of the system. That's important, since the

gauge set is used to measure pressure within the system.

The basic manifold gauge set     

The basic manifold gauge set usually has three hoses. Two hose will be attached to the service ports on

the vehicle during service. Each hose has its own identifying color. In most cases, the hose intended for the

low pressure service port is blue, and the hose intended for the high pressure service port is red. The

middle hose should be yellow. That yellow hose will be attached to the refrigerant cylinder while charging or

the vacuum pump when the system is being evacuated of air and moisture. Your manifold gauge set should

have a corresponding gauge and control knob for each of the two service hoses. Like the color of the hose,

the gauges and control knobs will usually be colored to indicate high or low pressure.

 

What are all the numbers on the high and low side gauge?

The low side pressure gauge is called a compound gauge. That means it can be used to measure pressure

or vacuum. The numbers around the outside of this gauge indicate pressure in pounds per square inch

(PSIG), and the numbers near the bottom indicate vacuum in inches of mercury. The smaller scales near the

middle of the gauge list the temperature relationship of different refrigerants. The gauges pictured here lists

the temperature of R12, R22, and R502. Regardless of which refrigerant is being used, the scale

designated as PSI is the one used to read system pressures when charging and diagnosing an a/c system.

The working pressure of this gauge is from 0 to 120 PSI.

 The red, high side gauge is used to measure the high pressure side of the a/c system. This gauge has no

markings that indicate vacuum. It reads positive pressure only. The working pressure of this gauge is also

much higher than the low side gauge.  Notice the scale on this high side gauge reads from 0 to 500 PSI
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I hooked up the service hoses with the car turned off. Both

gauges show pressure. What does this mean?

The pressure readings you see when the a/c system is not operating is called static pressure. When the

system is off, and temperature is stable, the pressure you see on both the high and low side gauges should

be the same, or very close.  Both the high and low side of the system have equalized.

 

What static pressure should I expect to see when I hook up my

gauge set.

Each refrigerant has it's own static pressure at every corresponding degree in temperature. The important

thing to keep in mind is static pressure changes based on temperature. Any change of temperature brings

with it a change of pressure. The greater the temperature, the greater the pressure. You can use a

refrigerant pressure chart to find static pressures at various temperatures. Static pressure will not be used

to determine if a system is fully charged. Using the chart below, if the R-134a system has a static pressure

of 88 psi at 80 degrees F., we can then assume the system has some amount of liquid refrigerant. The

system may be full -or - may not be. At the same temperature, if the system showed only 75 psi, we could

say with confidence, the system is low. This is because static pressures shown on a temperature chart

would show inadequate pressure for the presence of any liquid refrigerant.

 

<pressure chart> - Coming soon

 

Can I tell if the system is full with a static pressure reading?

No. We might determine if there is liquid refrigerant in the system, but we won't be able to tell how much

liquid it contains. For example, a thirty pound can of refrigerant will show the same pressure whether it has

thirty pounds in it or if it only has 1 ounce. With static pressure, you will only know if the system has some

amount of liquid refrigerant present.

What good is a static pressure reading then?

With our initial pressure reading, we can tell if the system has enough pressure to satisfy the low pressure

switch and enable the compressor to operate. Static pressure is used to determine if a jug of refrigerant is

contaminated with air. Static pressure can also be used to determine if a system has enough pressure to

begin leak testing. Your static pressure should be no lower than 50 psi when leak testing.

 

What's the minimum static pressure I need for the compressor to
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operate?

Most systems will have a low pressure cut off switch that turns the system off at approximately 20 psi. The

compressor will not function again until the pressure reaches approximately 45 psi. So, In most cases, you

will need a static pressure of at least 45 psi before you begin to see the compressor operate.

Can I test the system with only 45 psi?

You can begin testing with only 45 psi. You won't get any cold air, but you should should start to see some

compressor engagement. As soon as the compressor engages, it will cycle off rather quickly when the

suction side of the compressor draws the pressure on the low side below 20 psi.. You will see the low side

gauge at 45 psi, drop quickly to 20 psi, at which point the compressor will cycle off. Then the low side gauge

will climb back up to 45 psi as the high and low side equalize. At this point, he compressor will kick back on

and the cycle will repeat itself. This is called short cycling. This rapid cycling of the compressor is a good

indication that the system is low of refrigerant.

 

When charging, what should my low and high side pressure be?

Ah, this is the most asked question there is. There is no magic answer for this question though. There are

too many variables. Compressor (engine) RPM and airflow across the condenser are always changing, thus

engine speed is always affecting pressure. System design, blower speed, mode setting, refrigerant type, all

cause variance in high and low side pressure. For this reason we simply can't say 30 on the low side and

200 on the high side. Though I might add, that's about where you'll usually end up. The reason 30 psi on the

low side is just about right is because that translates into an evaporator temperature somewhere around the

freezing point of water. Look at your low side R12 gauge and you'll see a temperature scale right next to

your pressure scale. That low side pressure translates into evaporator temperature. Since moisture collects

on the evaporator, we would like to keep the evaporator temperature slightly above the freezing point.

R134a low side pressure will be be slightly lower (27 PSI) at this temperature. Again, refrigerant type is one

of those variables we have to consider.

What should the high side pressure be?

With R12 systems, high side pressure is usually 1.8 to 2.1 times ambient temperature. That means on an 80

degree day, with moderate humidity, we would expect to see between 144 to 168 PSI on the high side.

On hot humid days (with R12), you could say ambient temperature plus 100 PSI., and be pretty close.

With R134a it's common to see high side pressure between 2.2 and 2.5 times ambient temperature. On that

same 80 degree day we would see between 176 and 200 PSI on the high side of an R134a system. The

system operates in a specific range based on outside ambient temperature. High side pressure has a broad

range relative to temperature because of heat load on the evaporator, humudity, airflow across the

condenser, and engine speed.

 

Should I test with doors open or closed, high idle, blower on

high or low?

We should measure high and low side pressure at stable engine speeds. This can be done at engine

speeds just slightly above idle.  1,200 to 1,500 RPM is most often recommended. On front wheel drive cars,

never rev the engine or hold the engine at high RPM while charging or checking pressures. This can create

dangerous high pressure. This is because electric condenser fans are fixed in speed, and will not

compensate for high engine RPM. The same holds true on rear wheel drive cars with engine driven fans. A

defective fan clutch could cause pressures to reach dangerous levels at higher engine RPM.

We like to test with the system in MAX position on high blower with doors closed. Windows can be open.

MAX (recirculate) mode is preferred since we'll need to have the hood up while charging and testing. In

fresh air mode, hot engine heat can be drawn into the fresh air cowl under the wiper blades. Same reason

we would like to test with doors closed. We would like to keep engine and exhaust heat from causing

abnormal heat load on the evaporator. We're not bothered by having the windows down, since this helps

create a typical and stable heat load. And it's easy to reach in and feel how cold the vent temps are getting.

Testing should be done with blower speed on high. Low blower speed will reduce heat load on the

evaporator to the point where compressor cycling can occur. We want nice stable conditions when testing.

When needed, low blower speed can be used to force low side pressure down during testing and

adjustment of compressor cut-out pressure.
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If 30 PSI is a good low side pressure, then why isn't the system

cooling?

Well, there are a couple reasons, but let's look at the most common.  Let's take the fixed orifice tube system

for example.  You can have a system evaporator pressure of 30 psi, and still be low on refrigerant. Let's

assume that only half the evaporator is full of boiling, heat removing, liquid refrigerant. Only half the air

traveling through the coil is being cooled. Pressure readings indicate core temperature is near thirty

degrees, but half the core isn't removing any heat. The system is close to being full, but that  discharge air is

only slightly cool.  On the fixed orifice tube system, most people will charge until the inlet of the evaporator,

and the outlet of the evaporator are within a degree or two of each other.  That indicates the quantity of

refrigerant is enough that the entire coil is being used.  At this point, the boiling liquid will spill into the

accumulator, thus the outlet tube will be very cold.  If the system has a TXV or H block, you will not be able

to charge by feeling the evaporator outlet tube like we can on a FOT system.  The TXV is very efficient and

is designed to tightly control liquid refrigerant from spilling out of the evaporator.  The area we would

measure is in the evaporator box, and not accessible for this purpose.  

Secondly, who says the system isn't working.  You need to consider the chance of a blend door problem.

Just because cold air isn't coming from the vent doesn't mean the system isn't working. I've seen cars with

sweat rolling off the accumulator and low pressure line to the compressor, and the technician is under the

hood scratching his head because no cold air is coming from the vents. If the low side lines are obviously

cold, and pressures are within range, we should think about looking inside the vehicle for the problem.

 

How can I tell if the compressor is bad?

Usually the compressor will show the inability to generate enough suction and pressure at or near idle

speeds.

If engine speed needs to be substantially increased to bring pressures in range, that's a sign that the

compressor is getting weak.  Often the complaint is... only cools when the engine is reved - or - only cools

when driving down the road.

Sometimes it's very simple.  If we hook the gauges up and see 80 psi on the low side, and 80 psi on the high

side, and the compressor hub is spinning, it's likely that compressor is done.  It's not producing suction, and

it's not producing pressure.  We could add or remove refrigerant and still nothing would happen. The

compressor must be able to pull a vacuum, and create pressure.  Compressors that use a variable stroke

are often misdiagnosed as being defective, when only the internal pressure control device is at fault.  See:

http://www.aircondition.com/tech/questions/53/

 

How can I tell if the orifice tube is clogged?

A restricted orifice will usually show as very low suction side pressure and lower than normal high side

pressure.  When the compressor kicks in, the suction against the restricted orifice will cause the compressor

to quickly cycle out.  After compressor disengagement, the rise in suction side pressure will usually be very

slow.   Rapid compressor disengagement and slow engagement may indicate a clogged orifice.   A clogged

orifice tube will starve a compressor of oil.

 

How can I tell if the expansion valve is bad?

This has to be our least favorite item to diagnose.  We've had expansion valves quit working while on the

road and show no signs of problem back in the shop.  What's worse, an expansion valve can stick closed,

stick open, or hang somehwere in between.

Of all the bad expansion valves seen over the years, I think those that stick closed are most

common.  Those are the easy ones.  Gauges will show very low suction side pressure along with lower than

normal high side pressure.  The low side may even draw into a vacuum. That's a big clue.  Those that

appear to be stuck closed may have inlet screens clogged with ground up desiccant particles.  This will look

like beach sand packed into the inlet. 

It's common for a defective expansion valve to stick closed, however, the expansion valve can also stick

open.  This is indicated by higher than normal low side pressure, and slightly higher than normal high side

pressure.  To some, this might appear as a weak compressor or slightly overcharged system.
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<more to come>...       

Visitor Comments

Comment #1 (Posted by A/C Repair Rookie)

I appreciate the concise, basic information. Thanks.

 

1.

Comment #2 (Posted by Charlie B)

Thanks,look forward to (more to come)

 

2.

Comment #3 (Posted by James Cheney)

I've never read a better online A/C system description. THX!

 

3.

Comment #4 (Posted by an unknown user)

what about a bad condensor,what would be the symtems?

 

4.

Comment #5 (Posted by A/C DUMMY)

WORKING ON A MOTORCOACH, THIS ARTICLE HELPED DEFINE PROBLEMS. GENERAL

PRESSURE RULES GOOD - LOOKING FORWARD TO CHART.

 

5.

Comment #6 (Posted by r)

what about a bad condensor or evaporator?

 

6.

Comment #7 (Posted by Ian Irving)

Good basic explanation, now I have some figurews to work around.

 

7.

Comment #8 (Posted by George bryan)

Good stuff for beginers and ones who want to refresh with the basics. Thanks.

 

8.

Comment #9 (Posted by Bill Branner)

Excellent article ... very informative, well organized, appropriate. Thanks

 

9.

Comment #10 (Posted by Chris T.)

Very well written. Excellent technical description written in clear, easy to understand language. Thank

You

 

10.

Comment #11 (Posted by Bill Welch)

Superior work. Clear and useful. Took some time to find you on the Web.. Thanks

 

11.

Comment #12 (Posted by srivathsan)12.
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The information is precise and good. More information can be added or links provided for those who

need details.

 

Comment #13 (Posted by Pedro Hernandez)

Great article. It helped me diagnose my problem

 

13.

Comment #14 (Posted by adrian)

wanna learn more practical knowledge.Good clarity

 

14.

Comment #15 (Posted by Tom Quigley)

Very well written and concise. For me, it was the best A/C for Dummies I've been able to find. Thanks

 

15.

Comment #16 (Posted by AL)

Absolutely the best brief descriptions I have ever read, with information nobody else has divulged.

 

16.

Comment #17 (Posted by Jeff Bobetich)

Long time DIY mechanic, excellent aricle. Glad I found this on the web!

 

17.

Comment #18 (Posted by Harry)

Great article. I will definitely save for future reference. You obviously know more than the guys at the

Chrysler dealership that I just took my car too. Thanks

 

18.

Comment #19 (Posted by Larry F)

Very Good information. Its nice to know and find someone who would take the time out to help people.

Thanks.

 

19.

Comment #20 (Posted by h2simon)

good article

 

20.

Comment #21 (Posted by Richard)

thanks for the new knowlage, After my 1989 GMC was wreaked the dealer change the system to

R-134. I have never been happy with it. with this knowlage I am going to change back to R-12. My

brouther-in-law had a 20lbs cylinder. and it's the org compressor.

 

21.

Comment #22 (Posted by Manuel)

Great information!! I have had this site on my favorites for a long time and only used the alignment

part, and boy what a discovery the AC section!! Many Thanks, :)

 

22.

Comment #23 (Posted by Ray Ray)

Just womdering were i can get a diagram of the different pressure readings and there causes

 

23.

Comment #24 (Posted by Gary)

Excellent article. One thing missing: If you vacuum the system, how long shouls a "tight" system hold

the vacuum?

 

24.

Comment #25 (Posted by Geo.)

Where was this kind of concise informational expertise all my life & i'm 59! {I 2'nd #18} ~ I have dual

system: new pump;that only cooled on road; tech said - on trip suction normal, you shouldn't have a

problem, unless heater imput ~ But not so! After vacation: pump constant run; no cool; no sweat line;

just major problems, money, & work ~ mine both ~~ Good "techs" all booked anyway!

 

25.

Comment #26 (Posted by SWIMAN)

Excellent. Explination of gauge readings was very helpful.

 

26.

Comment #27 (Posted by gh)

excellent article..more info needed on how to purge hoses of air after hookup..pressures..mopre ,

more more needed!! THANKS!

 

27.

Comment #28 (Posted by JimNAtlanta)

Really interesting, well written, descriptive explanations. Would love to see more from this author. He

knows what he's doing and he knows how to communicate it.

 

28.

Comment #29 (Posted by leo green)

excellent information.hard to find anyone this detailed about advice on a/c

 

29.

Comment #30 (Posted by Oscar)

great info for beginners, thnx!

 

30.

Comment #31 (Posted by Ken)

just like cold beer. good stuff

31.
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Comment #32 (Posted by Marcus E. Williams sr)

This information should be converted into a texbook for higher education; Thank-you for sharing this

information.

 

32.

Comment #33 (Posted by Richard)

Very good article and very helpful. Would like to see the charts. Thanks

 

33.

Comment #34 (Posted by Paul Lumberski)

It pays to surf the 'net. Can't top the comments of the other's. This site is fantastic.

 

34.

Comment #35 (Posted by Jim)

Great information. Worth the search.

 

35.

Comment #36 (Posted by Motovendor)

Excellent Resource, technical, but not like physics

 

36.

Comment #37 (Posted by Bill at Broken Arrow)

extremely informative information and am waiting for the next technical posting

 

37.

Comment #38 (Posted by adam)

this oiis very nice information. would you showing us with gauge picture how is each problem effect

the cuage

 

38.

Comment #39 (Posted by LT)

Very nice writeup, and I've been looking at different ones for days!

 

39.

Comment #40 (Posted by MPHTAZ)

Well done! This article is very useful. Thank you.

 

40.

Comment #41 (Posted by Bob McCormick)

I know enough about refridgeration to recognize when someone knows what thei'r writing about. You

can trust this information, it is presented acuratly, in a well writen and easy to understand form. I

recently bought 134a adapters for my manifold gauges, and I needed to know what pressures I should

be looking for

 

41.

Comment #42 (Posted by Jeff West)

Excellent communication. Any newcomer to automotive air con will learn a lot from this. It explains

things clearly and in a manner that is easy to understand.

 

42.

Comment #43 (Posted by Mark H)

I have worked on heavy truck A/C systems for years with out really knowing how they work, just fill

and go was the boses fix. I feel I can more accurately diagnois these systems. Thanks

 

43.

Comment #44 (Posted by Ralph Croson)

Thanks alot ,the information was excellent , and helped me repair my sons Ac in his car.

 

44.

Comment #45 (Posted by Ashish. Vora.)

Useful technical A/C information for the beginners. Before you destroye any one's a/c system, you

must have sufficient knowledge of the system. Thaks for proiding information.

 

45.

Comment #46 (Posted by Tony)

very good basic information, would like to know if orifice tube size can be used to make system

produce colder air

 

46.

Comment #47 (Posted by Peter Ow)

Can ou use a tire core valve in place of a shrader valve on the low pressure suction side or will the

valve fail? It fits.

 

47.
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Related articles

No related articles were found.

Attachments

No attachments were found.
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